
Managed guest 
sessions with 
Chrome Enterprise

Managed guest sessions give IT control while allowing multiple users to securely share the same 
Chrome device without the need to sign in. Users can browse and visit approved websites while 
administrators have greater visibility, and the ability to configure and manage the session.

Allow multiple users to securely 
share the same device
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Flexible

Organizations can leverage the 
same devices for managed guest 
sessions and a session using 
identity depending on the use 
case.

Secure

Multiple users can share a device 
while data stays private and 
secure. And with ephemeral 
mode enabled, no data remains at 
the end of each session.

Manageable

Fully manageable with 200+ policies 
across hardware, applications and 
the operating system.

Benefits of managed guest sessions with Chrome Enterprise

Managed guest sessions 
give you more control

Browser:
Manage all Chrome apps, 
extensions and network 
certificates

User experience:
Auto-launch specific websites, 
force install apps and extensions, 
and set wallpaper to match your 
brand

Hardware restrictions:
OS-level disabling of hardware 
like USB file storage, webcam, 
microphone, and speakers

Session duration:
Set session length and time-out 
configurations 



"Opening a Schwab Intelligent Portfolios account on a Chromebook is easy. When a 
client walks into one of our branches … an associate hands the client a Chromebook. 
Within seconds, the client is guided to a Charles Schwab webpage, where he or she can 
learn about the product, complete a questionnaire and open an account. The whole 
process is electronic, so there’s no paperwork — minimizing errors and time spent on 
administration."

Read more here
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Want to learn more? Visit the help center article

Managed guest sessions 
throughout your 
organization 

Employee training 

Keep decentralized employees informed 
and up-to-date with a pool of devices that 
can be easily shared for occasional training.

Browsing and entertainment

Give guests, patients or other users the 
ability to freely and securely access 
information and entertainment from 
Chrome devices.

Back office

With a back office device for shift 
workers, you can give employees secure 
access to HR-related content, 
information on promotions and other 
business-critical communications.

Self-service

Reduce administrative burden by giving 
customers, patients, and employees ready 
access to devices for tasks like check-in 
and check-out, filling out paperwork or 
applying for promotions.

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.blog.google/products/chrome-enterprise/charles-schwab-uses-chromebooks-launch-innovative-secure-investment-advisory-service/&sa=D&ust=1552009191616000&usg=AFQjCNGeiPwJ65mex4lHysCyEv64B7DMJQ
https://support.google.com/chrome/a/answer/3017014

